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President’s Thoughts 
By Billy J. Mathis, FCSI, CDT 

April is here.  Spring has sprung and Daylight Savings Time has long since passed.  We are gradually 
getting used to longer days, warmer weather, wet conditions, and higher humidity.  Typical Arkansas Spring 
in the making.  This past year has been a trial that Americans have not faced in 100 years.  With the 
Pandemic slowing things down, shortages and runs on different types of supplies like toilet paper, paper 
towels, etc.  We have faced lines and limits not seen since WW2.  Couple that with isolation from our friends 
and family, wearing masks everywhere we go, social distancing and using hand sanitizer multiple times a 
day, I can say we have faced things we would have never imagined.  There or over 500,000 people who lost 
their lives to the Pandemic, there are millions who have been sick and either recovering or who are in the 
hospital.  To say this year was trying would be an understatement.  But there is light at the end of the tunnel.  
Overall infection rates are going down dramatically.  Along with that we have the rapid development and 
release of the COVID-19 Vaccines.  As more and more of us get vaccinated (I received my last shot on 
March 26th), we are moving towards the goal of 70% Vaccinated and completion of the “Herd Immunity”. 

“Heard Immunity” - what does this mean?  The government has set that goal so they and we can lessen the 
restrictions on travel, we can begin to entertain the ideas of starting Social Gatherings, Trade Shows, In-Person Programs and 
Presentations, and most importantly Vacations outside our local area.  Will we ever get back to “Normal” as we experienced pre-COVID
-19, I do not believe so.  There are things that we need to maintain such as washing hands often, alternative greetings without shaking 
hands, and even wearing a mask when we feel it necessary in public situations where our own personal social distancing cannot be 
maintained.  COVID-19 is not gone, we can still get it and like the Flu, we will suffer through the illness as it affects us personally. 

When looking back I was contemplating just how things have changed over the past year.  Beyond the obvious; wearing of masks, hand 
sanitizer everywhere, and social distancing; we seem to have lost some of our interactivity.  By that, I mean we no longer shake hands, 
we back out of doors and avoid touching surfaces and handles where we can, we do our best to maintain social distance from others, 
and we try not to gather in any numbers.  In my office, we still have our little watercooler talks, but from a distance and through masks.  
We have our temperature taken each and every day we come in.  We are more apt to stay home and work from home if we don’t feel 
right or are out of sorts.  Gone are the days of suffering through colds at your desk and having face-to-face meetings about everything.  
Phone calls and Zoom meetings are the new norm.  In pursuit of training and education, we are totally dependent on the webinar now.  
We now have individual box lunches provided in lieu of the “buffet style” lunches or we have a gift card to a food delivery service 
presented for attendance.  When we do meet in person, we have screens separating the side of the table and we socially distance in 
our chairs.  We limit the number of people attending to about ½ of the number from the past to maintain that safe spacing.  Do I foresee 
a time when in-house Lunch and Learns will become the norm, sure do.  Do I think that Trade Shows and Gatherings such as 
CONSTRUCT will begin to be held again, you bet.  Will we be the same, not really.  People will be more cautious and aware of what is 
going on around them and society will have learned a valuable lesson.  While we may return to a sense of normalcy, we will not be the 
same as a society.  This just reminds us of how little control over nature we truly have. “Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass, it’s 
about learning how to dance in the rain.” —Vivian Greene 

““The greatest mistake you can make in life is to continually fear that you will make one.” —Elbert Hubbard 

 







Decoded: Patient Room Doors in Healthcare Occupancies 
By Lori Greene—I Dig Hardware Blog 
 
Past fires in hospitals and nursing homes – and the resulting fatalities – have shaped the codes that 
we use today.  While the code requirements for health care facilities go far beyond the doors, 
frames, and hardware, there are some important considerations for door openings to ensure that 
they provide the necessary fire protection, egress, and accessibility for residents and staff. Although 
today’s codes do not typically require patient room doors to be fire door assemblies, these doors 
provide a critical layer of protection for patients. 
 
NFPA 101 – The Life Safety Code 
 
Corridor doors leading to patient rooms are specifically addressed by both NFPA 101 – The Life 
Safety Code, and the International Building Code. These doors play a critical role in the protection of 
patients in hospitals and nursing homes. 
 
Although NFPA 101 – Life Safety Code states that most corridor doors in a health care facility, 
including patient room doors, are not required to comply with NFPA 80 – Standard for Fire Doors 
and Other Opening Protectives, the code does include some requirements designed to help keep 
patients safe. Doors must be constructed to resist the passage of smoke, and the clearance between 
the bottom of the door and the floor covering must be no more than 1 inch.* For existing facilities, 
either 1 ¾-inch solid bonded-core wood doors, or materials that resist fire for at least 20 minutes, are required. 
 
Positive latching hardware is mandated by the code for corridor doors whether they are fire-rated or not, so doors are self-latching when 
they are closed and will remain latched against the pressure created during a fire. Pairs of doors with an inactive leaf are required to 
have automatic flush bolts. Louvers, also called transfer grilles, are not allowed in these doors. Protection plates are permitted, whether 
factory or field-applied, with no limit in size and no requirement for a label. Annex A of NFPA 101 states that gasketing should not be 
necessary in order to limit the passage of smoke to an acceptable level, as long as the door is relatively tight-fitting. 
 
Roller latches – friction bolts designed to hold the door in the closed position, are not allowed by NFPA 101 for most patient room doors 
in new health care occupancies, except in acute psychiatric settings where the clinical needs of patients require protective measures for 
their safety. In this application, roller latches must keep the door closed if a force of 5 lbf is applied at the latch edge of the door. 
 
Doors in existing facilities are required to have a means of keeping a door closed against a 5-lbf force, and the method of keeping the 
door closed must be acceptable to the AHJ. NFPA 101 allows roller latches to be used in existing health care occupancies if the 
building is equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system, however, this is not permitted by the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS).  Facilities which receive funding from CMS must have corridor doors with positive-latching hardware – not 
roller latches.  If a patient room is within a suite, a roller latch may be acceptable as the positive-latching requirement does not typically 
apply to doors within suites. 
 



Door closers are not required by the current codes for patient room doors that are not fire door assemblies, although fire doors must be 
self-closing.  Examples of health care corridor doors that would typically be fire rated include doors leading to exit enclosures and 
hazardous areas; doors in smoke barriers must also be self-closing or automatic-closing. A self-closing door serving a patient room 
could lead to a delay in discovery of a fire within the room, so automatic smoke detectors that are part of the building’s fire alarm system 
are recommended for rooms that have door closers. NFPA 101 restricts the use of hold-open devices on patient rooms to those that 
release when the door is pushed or pulled; doors should not be blocked by furniture, door stops, hooks, or plunger-type hold-opens. 

Doors leading to rooms that do not contain flammable or combustible material, such as toilet rooms, bathrooms, shower rooms, sink 
closets, and similar auxiliary spaces are not required by NFPA 101 to have doors that are constructed to resist the passage of smoke. 
These doors do not require positive latching hardware, and ventilating louvers or transfer grilles are allowed. 

International Building Code 

Chapter 4 of the International Building Code (IBC) contains special requirements for certain occupancy types – for example:  high-rise 
buildings, motor-vehicle-related occupancies, and special amusement buildings.  The chapter includes a section on Group I-2, which 
pertains to hospitals, nursing homes, detox facilities, and psychiatric hospitals.  Section 407.3 (2015, 2018, 2021 editions) requires 
corridor walls in I-2 occupancies to be smoke partitions.  Although section 710 of the IBC details requirements for doors in smoke 
partitions, section 407.3.1 contains specific requirements for I-2 corridor doors, so those requirements would apply instead of section 
710. 

Section 407.3.1 states that corridor doors (with the exception of doors required to be rated as an incidental use area and doors that are 
part of an exit enclosure), are not required to have a fire protection rating. These corridor doors are not required to be self-closing or 
automatic-closing as the staff is expected to close the doors to patient rooms if there is a fire, or to evacuate patients to an adjacent 
smoke compartment, but the doors must provide an effective barrier to limit the transfer of smoke. Corridor doors must have positive-
latching devices – including constant-latching flush bolts on pairs of doors – and roller latches are not permitted. The IBC Commentary 
states, “This provision is primarily intended to apply to care recipient sleeping room corridor doors,” however, it may apply to other 
auxiliary rooms such as exam rooms and support spaces that are not fire rated. 

One question that comes up quite often with regard to the IBC requirements for patient rooms is whether gasketing is required in order 
to limit smoke infiltration. While there is a stated limit for air transmission for fire door assemblies in corridors and smoke barriers, 
patient room doors do not fall into that category. There is no mention in paragraph 407.3.1 of smoke infiltration or UL 1784 – Air 
Leakage Tests of Door Assemblies and Other Opening Protectives, so gasketing is not mandated by this section. Prior to the 2015 
edition of the IBC Commentary, there was a reference that caused a lot of confusion. When addressing the section on smoke and draft 
control doors, the Commentary stated: “Section 407.3.1 requires corridor doors in Group I-2 to ‘limit the transfer of smoke’; therefore,  



those doors must meet this section.”  Although there was no code requirement for patient room doors to meet the limitations for smoke 
and draft control doors, some AHJs expected patient room doors to comply with the stated limits for air transmission based on the 
Commentary language. The incorrect statement was removed from the 2015 edition of the Commentary. 
 
Another common question is whether patient room doors are required to be inspected annually, as fire door assemblies are. The 
general consensus is that because the doors are not fire door assemblies, the annual inspection and documentation is not mandated, 
but the doors, frames, and hardware must be kept in proper working order. Corridor doors that are fire door assemblies, such as doors 
leading to stairwells or incidental use areas that require a rating, would be subject to the annual inspection.  Doors required to comply 
with NFPA 105 – Standard for Smoke Door Assemblies and Other Opening Protectives would also have to be inspected annually, but 
the model codes do not require health care corridor doors to meet this standard.  The Joint Commission issued a bulletin clarifying this 
in 2018. 
 
The requirements of the model codes have helped to reduce the frequency of fatal fires in hospitals and nursing homes, improving life 
safety for patients and staff. Properly-maintained corridor doors can help to protect patients sheltered in their rooms during a fire. For 
more information on the requirements for patient room doors in a health care facility, refer to the codes and standards that have been 
adopted by the facility’s jurisdiction. The AHJ is responsible for enforcing these requirements, and has the final say. 
*Note: For doors protecting pass-through openings, NFPA 101 allows a maximum clearance of 1/8-inch at the bottom of the 
door.  These are typically small openings used for passing medication or equipment into the patient room.  Because the bottom of the 
pass-through door is normally above the neutral pressure plane that would occur during a fire, the clearance at the bottom of these 
doors is more limited than the clearance for a standard door. 
 
This post was updated in March of 2021 – originally published in the August 2015 issue of Doors & Hardware 

Members can register for $375 and 
non-members for $625. 



Fix-It-Friday:  Just a Few Washers 
By Lori Greene—I Dig Hardware Blog 
 
Jason Albert posted this classic Fixed-it Friday fix on the Crap Locksmithing Facebook 
page.  Seems pretty secure, no?  I’m wondering why the installer didn’t just mount the new device 
closer to the lock edge. 

Fix-It-Friday:  Hold onto those Hold Opens 
By Lori Greene—I Dig Hardware Blog 

 
Today’s Fixed-it Friday photo was taken in an elementary school, and these doors appear to be 
fire doors.  The “fix” is one way to keep the wedges from disappearing but might be tough to ex-
plain when the fire marshal shows up for an inspection. 



Fix-It-Friday:  What the Big Deal?? 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

Have you ever pointed out a door problem to someone and had them respond with a shrug and 
some form of “so what”?  The grocery store exit is purposely blocked with carts…so what – 
people will just push them out of the way if there’s an emergency.  A door closer is adjusted to 
have more force than is allowed by the accessibility standards…so what – someone will help the 
elderly person get the door open when they have trouble.  A fire door is held open improperly…so 
what – chances are slim that the building will catch on fire today.  What’s the big deal?? 

Here’s why these seemingly small things are a big deal.  The code requirements aren’t just words 
in books – they exist because this is how we help to keep buildings safe.  The codes have been 
written and rewritten because of past tragedies, and if we don’t follow them, we are disregarding 
what we should have learned from those events.  A door problem may not seem like a big deal, 
but one problem leads to another, and there is no way to know whether the door will function 
properly when it needs to. 

I’m thrilled to see that fire door assemblies have been getting more attention in recent 
years.  They’re really important for life safety, even if most 
people don’t realize it.  Fire door assembly inspectors are 
out there every day, making sure these opening 
protectives will do their job when the time comes.  Hal 
Kelton of DOORDATA Solutions is a certified fire door 
assembly inspector, and he sent me these (Gotta) Fix-it 

Friday photos. 

At first glance, this hinge looks pretty good… 

But this is what can happen when a door stop, broom handle, or other item is pushed into the 
gap between the open door and the frame to hold the door in the open position.  A momentary 
action taken for convenience will affect the performance of this fire door until the problem is 
noted as a deficiency on an inspection report and then rectified.  Without enforcement of the 
fire door inspection requirements, issues like this might never be addressed, and there’s no 
way to know whether the fire door assembly will do its job.  That’s the big deal. 

Note: If annual fire door assembly inspections are not being enforced in a particular jurisdiction, this 
does not release a building owner or facility manager from the responsibility of maintaining a 
building’s fire door assemblies in code-compliant condition.  Liability for deficient opening protectives 
does not depend on whether or not the assemblies have been inspected. 



Remembering the Station Nightclub Fire 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

Eighteen years ago this week, I sat stunned as I watched 
the news reports on the fire that had occurred the night 
before in the nearby city of West Warwick, Rhode 
Island.  How could a fire kill 100 people, given the codes 
in place at the time, and the strong enforcement of those 
codes?  The fire at the Station Nightclub was one of the 
tragedies that motivated me to keep learning about 
codes, and to teach others – including the creation of this 
website (today is the 12th anniversary of my very first 
post). 

An article in the current Building Safety Journal –
 Remembering the Station Nightclub Fire – details what 

went wrong at the Station Nightclub, lessons learned, and resulting code changes.  The configuration of the club’s egress doors 
contributed to the loss of life: 

The design of the front entrance corridor contributed to the loss of life, forcing concert-goers to push through an intermediate door that 
opened into a small foyer before finally reaching the main doors that led outside. The cramped foyer was reportedly designed to 
prevent people from entering the club without a ticket, but it proved disastrous when the large, panicked crowd clogged it in a 
desperate attempt to escape the blaze. People stampeded into the area through entrances from the bar and club. In the panic to get 
out, many fell and were trampled. Falling patrons jammed the main exit, trapping the people behind them inside. In the confusion, 
others fled blindly, finding themselves trapped in places like bathrooms with no means of escape. Three other exits were open and 
marked with lit signs in other parts of the club, but most people never realized they were there. An exit near the stage was quickly 
eliminated as the fire spread around the door, preventing escape. 

As I’ve said before (and will likely say many more times)…to honor the lives lost in these tragedies, we must learn from them.  The 
video below from the City of Mississauga’s series ‘On This Day in Fire History’ provides a good overview of what occurred at the 
Station Nightclub as well as some recommendations that could help save lives: 

The next time you’re at a bar or nightclub (or any venue, really): 

Walk the layout of the building when you first arrive / Look for two ways out of each room and identify marked fire exits / Look for fire 
extinguishers and sprinkler systems 

If you notice… 

Overcrowding / Blocked or unmarked exits / Fire hazards / Anything that makes you feel unsafe …LEAVE  







UL:  Proper Application of UL Standards – UL 294 & 1034  
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

 
I usually consider myself a pretty tenacious person, but I have to admit, after a 12-year 
struggle with UL 294, I was ready to cry “uncle.”  If you have not been following this 
issue, here are the high points: 
 
 UL 294 is the Standard for Access Control System Units. 
 Beginning with the 2009 edition of NFPA 101 and the 2012 edition of the 
International Building Code (IBC), several code sections pertaining to electrified 
hardware have required components to be listed to UL 294 (here is a past article about 
this). 
 Not all types of access control systems were/are required by code to have the 
listing*, but some AHJs asked for proof of the listing on every piece of electrified 
hardware, regardless of the type of system. 
 The codes are not specific about which components require the listing – UL 294 is 
not applicable to every type of electrified hardware (for example, some products are 
listed instead to UL 1034) – but again, the lack of prescriptive information in the codes 
meant that some AHJs have been looking for the UL 294 listing on every single 
component. 
 This became such a time-consuming thing to explain (and some AHJs did not 

accept our explanation), so some manufacturers began re-listing products to UL 294 that were already (and correctly) listed to 
another UL standard. 

 
A proposal has been submitted for the 2024 edition of the IBC, to try to clarify which components require the UL 294 listing, and to add 
the option for a UL 1034 listing instead.  The 2024 code development cycle is just getting started, so there’s no way to know whether 
this proposal will be approved.  In the meantime, UL has published an article in their newsletter called Proper Application of UL 
Standards for Controlled or Delayed Egress Locking Devices – UL 294 & 1034 located at the following link: 
 
https://www.ul.com/news/proper-application-ul-standards-controlled-or-delayed-egress-locking-devices-ul-294-1034 
 
This article includes a table with information about the different UL listings that might apply to door hardware, including UL 294, UL 
1034, UL 305, UL 634, and UL 10C.  A system could have components with a combination of these listings, depending on the types of 
components included in the system, whether panic hardware is required, and whether the opening is required to be a fire door 
assembly.  This establishes the possibility that an access control system could have components with various listings, since UL 294 
does not apply to all types of components.  



UL: 
“ 
An end user or code authority can see various configurations of equipment incorporated into a system and the equipment may have 
different forms to suit a specific application. A very common scenario is the use of UL 294 certified access control systems units 
controlling locks certified to UL 1034. 
 
Other prevalent applications include special locking arrangements that have dedicated system component equipment and certified locks 
connected to control a request to exit (REX) system. For this application, the REX system certification is specific to the system 
components submitted for investigation. 
 
The various permutations of locking hardware and systems applications (see table) allows for the use of the devices in accordance with 
model building and life safety codes, with the common element of safety by design.” 
 

~~~ 
 
* In the 2021 model codes, the UL 294 listing is required for specific types of access control systems – typically those that could restrict 
egress in some way.  The most common application for electrified hardware has a reader that controls access, with hardware that 
allows free egress at all times – regardless of the status of the access control system.  The model codes do not require the UL 294 
listing for this type of system.  Here are the systems that are required by the current model codes to have components listed to UL 294: 
 
2021 IBC: 
 
 1010.2.11 – Door hardware release of electrically locked egress doors (typically electromagnetic locks released by an RX switch in 

the hardware mounted on the door) 
 1010.2.12 – Sensor release of electrically locked egress doors (typically electromagnetic locks released by a sensor above the door 

to detect an approaching occupant) 
 1010.2.13 – Delayed egress locking system (hardware which under normal operation delays egress for 15 seconds, or 30 seconds 

where approved by the AHJ) 
 1010.2.14 – Controlled egress doors in Groups I-1 and I-2 (doors which deter elopement of patients in health care facilities who 

require containment for their safety or security) 
 2021 NFPA 101: 
 7.2.1.5.7 – Stair Enclosure Re-Entry – new installations (stairwell doors which lock on the stairwell side but must unlock to allow 

building occupants to leave a compromised stairwell during a fire) 
 7.2.1.6.1 – Delayed Egress Electrical Locking Systems – new installations (hardware which under normal operation delays egress 

for 15 seconds, or 30 seconds where approved by the AHJ) 
 7.2.1.6.2 – Sensor Release of Electrical Locking Systems – new installations (typically electromagnetic locks released by a sensor 

above the door to detect an approaching occupant) 
 7.2.1.6.3 – Door Hardware Release of Electrically Locked Egress Door Assemblies – new installations (typically electromagnetic 

locks released by an RX switch in the hardware mounted on the door) 
 7.2.1.6.4 – Elevator Lobby Exit Access Door Assemblies Locking (elevator lobby doors with electrified hardware that are locked on 

the lobby side but can be released to allow egress through a tenant space) 



SHOP DRAWINGS AND SUBMITTALS: LIABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH 
SUBMITTAL REVIEWS 
Re-Printed with the Permission of Kevin O'Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CDT  

This is the third in a six-part series of blog posts on shop drawings and submittals.  Previous posts have addressed: definition, purpose, 
and necessity of submittals; and the various types of submittals.  Forthcoming posts in the series will address: submittal review stamps, 
submittals with deviations from contract requirements, and delegated design submittals. 

 It is a mistake for design professionals to treat reviewing contractor-furnished shop drawings and submittals as a mundane, plug-and-
chug task to be delegated to under-qualified reviewers. As discussed in this blog post, there is substantial professional liability and 
other risk associated with submittal reviews. 

 Submittal reviews are an extension of the architect’s, engineer’s, or geologist’s design services. Therefore, it is essential that only 
qualified personnel perform such reviews under the active supervision of the design professional who sealed and signed the associated 
drawings, specifications, and related design documents. Via shop drawings and submittals, the contractor is proposing certain 
materials, equipment, fabrication techniques, and features for the completed construction. The design professional is to review such 
submittals for both compliance with the construction contract and the project’s design intent. Because bidders and contractors are 
typically not privy to all details of the project’s design intent, it is common for contractors to seek to reduce costs and improve 
constructability through the materials, equipment, fabrication techniques, and features proposed via submittals. Such matters have 
strong potential to affect the project’s ability to achieve the design intent and, sometimes, can affect health, safety, and welfare. 

 A Sledgehammer-Like Case Study 

 The poster child for shop drawing reviews gone horribly wrong is the 1981 collapse of suspended walkways in the atrium of the Hyatt 
Regency Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri. It remains the worst structural engineering accident in United States history, aside from acts of 
terrorism. 

 The new hotel’s lobby featured a four-story atrium crossed by a “skywalk” system with three levels of walkways, each 120 feet long. 
The fourth-floor walkway was directly above the second-floor walkway, while the third-floor walkway was offset from the others. To 
achieve a lightweight, airy look, the walkways were suspended from above via slender, 1.25-inch diameter metal rods. The supports’ 
original design featured 45-foot rods with six inches of threading at one end to connect the second-floor walkway and six inches of 
threading 25 feet above, to connect the fourth-floor walkway. A metal connector transferred loads from beams under the edges of each 
walkway to each of the supporting rods. The original design was adequate to support the walkways’ dead load and live loads. 

 During the hotel’s construction (1978-1980), the contractor hired a structural steel fabricator that, in turn, hired a structural steel detailer 
to prepare the structural steel shop drawings, including the skywalk system. As is fairly common even today, the detailer, while very 
experienced, was not a licensed professional engineer. The detailer and structural steel fabricator concluded that it was impractical to 
fabricate the 45-foot support rods with two separate threaded areas, as required by the drawings and specifications prepared by the 
hotel’s architect and structural engineering subconsultant. In a telephone call with the licensed structural engineer, Dan Duncan, serving 
in de-facto responsible charge (however, the structural engineering firm’s owner, Jack Gillum, had sealed and signed the structural 
drawings and specifications), the fabricator described the difficulties in fabricating the support rods as originally designed. The structural 
engineer orally agreed to a new, two-rod support design described below. Accordingly, the structural steel shop drawings were 
prepared and submitted. 



The revised design of the supports for the second floor and fourth-floor walkways used two separate support rods instead of continuous 
rods 45 feet long. The second-floor walkway was connected to its supporting rods as originally designed, but those rods were, 
themselves, connected to the connectors between the fourth-floor walkway and the rods supporting the fourth-floor walkway from 
above. Thus, the load on the fourth-floor walkway’s connector pieces was doubled from its original design. They were barely able to 
support the system’s dead load, without any people or other live loads on the walkways. 

 Due to short staffing at the structural engineering firm, review of the atrium’s structural steel shop drawings, including the skywalks, 
was assigned to a junior staff member who had previously failed his professional engineering licensing exam. The shop drawing 
reviewer later testified he noted the changed design of the rods and fourth-floor connectors. However, new calculations 
were not prepared because the shop drawing reviewer lacked knowledge of how to perform such an analysis. He did, however, bring 
the changed design to the attention of the structural engineer serving in de-facto responsible charge, Dan Duncan (who was a licensed 
professional engineer, but was only in his early- to mid-30s), who orally replied that he was already aware of the changed design and it 
was acceptable because it was “generally the same” as the original design. Accordingly, the shop drawings were approved, and the 
walkways were constructed according to the approved shop drawings. 

 When a portion of the atrium’s structural steel collapsed during construction, the structural engineering firm’s principal, Jack Gillum, 
who had sealed and signed the construction drawings and specifications, assured the firm’s client—the project’s architect—and the 
hotel owner, that he would personally check every structural connection in the atrium. Apparently, this promise did not extend to the 
atrium’s skywalks’ connections. The state licensing board later found the structural engineers culpable of misrepresentation. 

 During the final stages of construction, a drywall subcontractor’s worker noticed substantial deflection in the walkways’ supports, but 
did not raise an alarm, believing all structural steel deflects and there was no need for concern. 

 The new hotel open in 1980. During the evening of July 17, 1981, a big band dance was held in the lobby, attended by over 1,500 
people. The bar area was directly underneath the second-floor walkway. During the event, when approximately seven people were on 
the fourth-floor walkway and 40 to 50 people were on the second-floor walkway, the fourth-floor walkway’s connectors’ structural 
capacity was exceeded and failed. The fourth floor and second-floor walkways collapsed into the lobby’s crowded bar area, killing 114 
people and injuring 216 others. 

 Lawyers swarmed. Every defendant—including the hotel owner, hotel management firm, the architect, structural engineers, and 
contractor—denied all legal liability. More than 300 civil lawsuits sought a total of $3 billion. At least $140 million was awarded to victims 
and their families. 

 The Missouri board for licensing design professionals tried the project’s structural engineers of Jack D. Gillum & Associates who 
designed the walkways and approved the shop drawings. Among other arguments, the structural engineers contended: (1) because the 
fabricator and detailer were not under their direct supervision and control, the structural engineers had no responsibility for design 
changes made by the detailer and fabricator, and (2) because the structural engineers’ shop drawing review stamp indicated 
“Reviewed” instead of “Approved”, the structural engineers contended they were not responsible for the changed design and the 
tragedy. The licensing board rejected such arguments and the structural engineers appealed to the Missouri Supreme Court. 

 In Duncan v. Missouri Board of Architects, Professional Engineers, and Land Surveyors (1988), the court found the engineers were 
grossly negligent, guilty of misconduct, and exhibited unprofessional conduct in their practice of engineering. The engineers were 
acquitted of all associated criminal charges, but Jack D. Gillum & Associates lost its engineering licenses in Missouri, Kansas, and 
Texas, experienced public humiliation, was involved in numerous civil lawsuits, and experienced other adverse consequences. Both  



Jack Gillum, who had sealed and signed the construction drawings and specifications, and Dan Duncan, the licensed structural 
engineer in de-facto responsible charge, lost their professional engineering licenses and their careers. 

The project’s construction contract had included AIA A201—1977, Standard General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. As a 
result of the tragedy, the American Institute of Architects (AIA) significantly expanded the language in AIA A201 concerning shop 
drawings and other submittals. The Engineers Joint Contract Documents Committee (EJCDC) did likewise in its own standard general 
conditions and also published a white paper, “Focus on Shop Drawings”. Various industry panels were convened, and other guidance 
documents were developed to heighten design professionals’ awareness of their responsibility for reviewing shop drawings and other 
submittals. 

 Admittedly, the 1981 Kansas City Hyatt Regency skywalk tragedy is in a class by itself. However, it remains a stark warning to design 
professionals of the importance and risk of submittal reviews. Despite the passage of 40 years, the disaster has lost none of its 
relevance because it could certainly happen today. 

 Don’t Let it Happen on Your Project 

 Among the best ways for a design professional to reduce their risk associated with reviewing shop drawings and other submittals is to 
ensure that only appropriately qualified personnel perform such reviews, working under the direct supervision and control of the design 
professional who sealed and signed the associated drawings, specifications, and other design documents. Reviewing shop drawings 
and submittals is not a task for inexperienced personnel. 

 However, because submittal reviews are time consuming and often viewed as drudgery, in practice they are often assigned to less-
experienced staff, which increases the risk to the design professional, owner, contractor, and the public. 

 The design professional who sealed and signed the drawings and specifications for the work should have unit responsibility and liability 
for the design and its associated submittal reviews. When the design professional who sealed and signed the subject drawings and 
specifications is no longer available, a duly designated successor design professional-in-responsible-charge must be appointed in 
accordance with applicable laws and regulations governing the associated design profession. A design professional-in-responsible-
charge is required throughout the project’s construction. 

It is inappropriate to have less-experienced or under-qualified personnel perform reviews of shop drawings, product data, samples, and 
other submittals of a technical nature without the active supervision and control of the associated design professional-in-responsible-
charge. For example, having the architect’s or engineer’s onsite construction observer (“resident project representative”) perform such 
reviews at the field office, isolated from the design professional-in-responsible-charge, may be inconsistent with the design 
professional’s obligation to exert active, supervisory control. 

 Administrative submittals that do not affect the project’s design or the acceptability of the work may not constitute the statutory 
definition of the “practice of architecture”, or “practice of engineering” or geology and, therefore, do not necessarily have to be under the 
control of the associated design professional-in-responsible-charge. Such submittal reviews must still, however, be performed 
consistent with the applicable standard of care. 

 Adequate budget for submittal reviews is also necessary to reduce the potential for cutting corners to save money. Design 
professionals’ project managers and design professionals-in-responsible-charge must clearly communicate to each project team 
member expectations for submittal reviews. 



Sufficient time should also be allowed for proper performance of submittal reviews. Both AIA A201 and EJCDC C-700, Standard 
General Conditions of the Construction Contract, require contractor submittal of and the design professional’s acceptance of a 
“schedule of submittals” at the start of construction to establish a mutually-understood time allowed for each submittal review. In 
establishing such schedules, adequate time should be allowed, and the design professional should understand the contractor’s need for 
prompt submittal reviews to maintain compliance with the construction progress schedule. 

 While there may be more risk associated with shop drawings, product data submittals, and samples, all submittals have attendant 
liability. As indicated in the model language of widely-used professional services agreements, such as AIA B101—2017, Standard form 
of Agreement between Owner and Architect, and EJCDC E-500—2020, Agreement between Owner and Engineer for Professional 
Services, the design professional is to review all submittals—regardless of submittal type—with the same level of skill, care, and 
judgement. The applicable standard of care applies to all professional services rendered under the professional services agreement, 
including reviews of all submittals. 

 Limitations on Submittal Reviews 

 The design professional’s personnel performing submittal reviews should be acutely aware of and comply with contractual limitations 
on the extent of their review of submittals. To do otherwise increases the risk to the design professional and, possibly, the project 
owner. 

 The limits of the engineer’s review are clearly indicated in Paragraph 7.16.C of EJCDC C-700—2018. Also, C-700’s Paragraph 7.16.A 
indicates the contractor’s obligations before transmitting each submittal to the engineer. 

While the principal provision on contractor submittals in AIA A201—2017 is Section 3.12, limitations on the architect’s review of 
submittals are in Section 4.2.7. These limitations on the architect’s review are very similar to those indicated for the engineer in EJCDC 
C-700—2018 Paragraph 7.16.C.  Sections 3.12.5, 3.12.6, and 3.12.9 of A201—2017 establish the contractor’s obligations prior to 
furnishing submittals, similar to C-700 Paragraph 7.16.A. 

 As will be more fully addressed in the next post in this series (“Shop Drawings and Submittals: Submittal Review Stamps”), the 
basic purpose and limitations of the design professional’s review, together with a brief recapitulation of the contractor’s obligations 
prior to furnishing submittals, should be indicated in the disclaimer language on the design professional’s submittal responses. 

The corresponding model agreements for professional services, such as EJCDC E-500—2020 Exhibit A—Paragraph 1.06.B.20, and 
AIA B101—2017 Section 3.6.4.2, are well-coordinated with their associated construction general conditions, although EJCDC E-500 
more clearly delineates the limits of the engineer’s review responsibilities than does AIA B101. 

 To illustrate: Both AIA A201 and EJCDC C-700 require the contractor to field verify all dimensions and quantities before transmitting a 
shop drawing to the design professional; despite this, it is common to receive shop drawings with fabricator comments such as, “Furnish 
dimension here,” or “Verify required quantity.” It is not the design professional’s responsibility, nor is it in the owner’s or design 
professional’s interest, for the design professional’s shop drawing reviewer to undertake the contractor’s responsibilities by attempting 
to provide dimensions and quantities on shop drawings, no matter how well-intentioned. If such data marked on the shop drawing by the 
design professional are incorrect, change proposals and claims from the contractor are likely. 



Don’t Share Others’ Liability 

 When a portion of the design was prepared by a subconsultant, only the subconsultant’s submittal review stamp should appear on the 
submittal returned to the contractor. Over the years, this writer has encountered a widespread and often stubbornly held view among 
design professionals performing submittal reviews that both the subconsultant’s and the prime consultant’s submittal review stamps 
should appear together. The likely result of such practice, however, would be for a court or arbitrator to assign liability equally to both, 
logically assuming that, if both firms’ submittal review stamps appear on the same submittal, the firms equally shared the review and 
liability. It is best for design professionals to maintain clear lines of professional liability and responsibility. 

 For most traditional project delivery methods, including design-bid-build, design-negotiate-build, construction manager as advisor 
(CMa), and construction manager at risk (CMAR), the owner has no obligation to review, comment on, or take any action on contractor 
submittals. However, many owners—especially public owners—do so. This has potential to blur the lines of contractual  and 
professional liability for submittal reviews for reasons similar to those presented above concerning two separate design professional 
consultants’ review stamps on the same submittal. 

 When an owner, owner’s program manager, or prime consultant insists on furnishing submittal review comments to the design 
professional responsible for taking action on a shop drawing or other submittal, optimally, such comments, when presented in writing, 
should include an introductory statement such as: 

“The [Owner’s] [Prime Consultant’s] comments, below, are presented to the [Design Consultant] for consideration during 
[Design Consultant’s] review of the submittal and, if accepted by the [Design Consultant] following [Design Consultant’s] due 
diligence, shall be appropriately incorporated into, rather than merely attached to, [Design Consultant’s] final comments on 
the associated submittal. [Owner’s] [Prime Consultant’s] comments are not intended to reduce or mitigate, in any way, 
[Design Consultant’s] contractual and professional liability for the design and [Design Consultant’s] responsibilities under the 
associated professional services agreement.” 

 Design-Build Submittals 

 Design professionals’ responsibility and liability for reviewing submittals does not vary by project delivery method. Even on design-build 
projects, where the design professional is part of the same team as the contractor, the design professional must still review shop 
drawings and other submittals. In some design-build contracts, such as EJCDC D-700—2016, Standard General Conditions of the 
Contract between Owner and Design-Builder, Paragraphs 8.02.G and H, the project owner may have an express or inferred right to rely 
on the design professional’s submittal reviews performed for the design-builder. 

 A notable exception to this blog post’s section, “Don’t Share Others’ Liability” (regarding owners’ not furnishing comments on 
submittals) is design-build project delivery, in which the owner (or its third-party owner’s consultant, which is not the project’s design 
professional) has contractual responsibility for certain submittal reviews, especially the design-builder’s design submittals, such as 
construction drawings and specifications. Most standard owner—design-builder contracts in widespread use in the United States 
expressly address this. However, some contracts and owners will allocate to the owner responsibility for reviewing some or all of the 
design-builder’s construction shop drawings and product data submittals. Owners should be aware of the potential for such 
reviews to muddy the waters of professional liability for the design-builder and its project design professional. To this writer’s 
knowledge, this is clearly addressed only in the model language of EJCDC D-700—2016, Paragraph 8.02, and EJCDC D-800—
2016, Guide to the Preparation of Supplementary Conditions of the Contract between Owner and Design-Builder, Paragraph SC-8.01.F.  



These provisions of EJCDC’s D-Series Documents allow the owner the ability to comment on specific construction shop drawings, 
product data submittals, and samples expressly indicated in the owner—design-builder contract, but reserve to the design-builder and 
its project design professional unit responsibility for the associated professional liability. 

Conclusions 

 Because reviewing contractor-furnished submittals has significant professional liability and other associated liability, such services 
should always be performed by qualified personnel acting directly under the supervision and control of the associated design 
professional-in-responsible-charge. All members of the project team should understand and comply with other pertinent matters, as 
presented in this blog post, to maintain clear lines of liability for submittal reviews. This blog post is only a high-level overview of 
submittal review liability issues and readers are encouraged to perform further research and self-education and, where appropriate, 
obtain advice from experienced legal counsel. 

 Forthcoming posts in this series will address: submittal review stamps, submittals with deviations from contract requirements, and 
delegated design submittals. 
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What I Learned From CSI - F   H   
By:  Gary Bergeron, CSI, CCS, GSR Technical Chair  
 
Most of us spend 90% of our time inside buildings every day, but how many of us consider today’s better building 
codes that resulted from some of the most catastrophic fires in history?  Notable fires include the Iroquois Theatre 
fire in 1903, Triangle Shirtwaist fire in 1911, Coconut Nightclub fire in 1942, Rault Center fire in 1972, and the MGM 
fire in 1980.  Some of these fires resulted in significant loss of life, but the lessons learned lead to better building 
codes. 
 
The Iroquois theatre in Chicago was a brand-new building with 1,602 seats.  The fire, which burned during the 
inaugural show, cost 602 lives; mostly women and children.  A stage light sparked a flame on a muslin set piece.  

The fireproof curtain at the proscenium snagged and wouldn’t completely lower to separate the burning stage from the audience.  
Actors exiting out the rear stage door induced a fireball into the panicked 
audience. The house exit doors opened inward, and 27 of 30 of these 
were covered by curtains; and were equipped with unfamiliar British 
bascule style locks.  The stage smoke vents had been nailed shut, 
trapping heat and smoke inside the building.  Because of the problems 
identified in the fire’s aftermath, 
today’s building codes require 
clearly marked exits and signage; 
panic (crash) exit bars on outward 
opening doors; fusible link-operated 
fire curtains along with proscenium 
fire sprinklers; and automatic fusible 
link, spring loaded, stage roof vents 
to remove heat and smoke. 
 
The 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist factory 
fire, in New York city, occurred on a 
Saturday at the end of the workday.  
146 people died in this fire which 
started on the 8th floor in a scrap bin 
under a fabric cutter’s table.  Faced 
with burning to death, 62 people 
died when they leapt from the 9th 
floor windows.  The owner of the 

factory had locked the exit doors to prevent employees from “robbing him blind”.  The single 
exterior fire escape was a poorly attached iron structure.  It collapsed and 20 victims fell 100 feet 
onto the street below.  Fire truck ladders could only reach the 7th floor, and the bodies of fallen 
victims made it difficult to get close to the building.  Resulting lessons learned from this fire include requiring factory exit doors to be 
unlocked during working hours, and painting clearly defined exit paths on factory floors. 

http://www.strikefirstusa.com/2016/07/trial-fire-5-fires-ultimately-improved-world/ 

Iroquois Theatre fire  

Triangle Shirtwaist fire 



The 1942 Coconut Nightclub fire, in Boston, was the deadliest nightclub fire in US history.  
More than 1,000 people were jammed inside the club, intended for only 460 people.  
There were reports of a customer who had loosened a light bulb in an alcove to give him 
and his girlfriend some privacy.  A 16-year-old busboy was assigned the task of replacing 
the light bulb.  The fire allegedly started from the busboy’s match which ignited some 
adjacent palm frond decorations.  The fire traveled from the palm fronds to the satin 
covered ceiling.  Despite the fact that the fire only burned for 12 minutes, 492 people 
were killed and 200 injured.  The cause was largely due to the lack of accessible exit 
doors.  That night, the revolving door at the main entrance jammed almost immediately, 
causing up to 200 of the deaths.  Today’s building codes now require clearly stated 
occupancy number signs; limited combustible wall treatments; fire retardant treated 
decorations; and swinging entrance doors alongside revolving doors, which also fold 
against themselves in an emergency.  Emergency lighting with a separate power source 
from normal lighting became a common practice after the fire. 
 
 

Arson caused the 1972, 17-story, Rault 
Center fire in New Orleans.  The fire 

engulfed the top three floors which also 
included a beauty salon on the 15th floor.  

Fire department water hoses and truck 
ladders could not reach the top floors.  
Five women who were trapped in the 

beauty salon elected to jump instead of 
burning to death.  One of the women 

actually survived while the others died 
instantly.  Eight men who managed to 

reach the roof were rescued by 
helicopters who made three trips to ferry 

the men to the adjacent city hall roof.     
 
 

 
 
 
Building codes now require high rise buildings to be equipped with fire sprinkler systems; exit stairs; and whole-building fire alarm 
systems. 

Coconut Grove Nightclub before the fire 

Coconut Grove Nightclub fire a er the fire 
h ps://
i.pinimg.com/474x/18/39/9c/18399c5bdc44a0c36b73a
df067c9b2eb.jpg 

Rault Center fire 



The MGM Grand Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas 
burned in 1980.  A total of 85 people were killed and 
650 injured. Some hotel guests died in their sleep. 61 
deaths were on the upper floors of the hotel (19th - 
24th floors); most died in smoke-filled stairwells where 
all doors were locked except to the roof and ground 
floor.  A total of 75 people died from smoke inhalation. 
This fire led to the general realization that during a 
building fire, smoke inhalation is a more immediate 
threat than flame.  Smoke detectors are now required 
in all hotel rooms and elevators, along with fire exit 
maps posted in all hotel rooms.   
 
It is important to note the latest editions of the 
International Building Codes are the “minimum 
standard of care” and do not protect building 
occupants from every possible emergency.  If you 
want to discuss these and other design and 
construction issues, come to the next CSI meeting to 
discuss them further. 

h ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MGM_Grand_fire 
MGM Grand Fire 



Why Control Joints Are Essential 
by Thad Goodman and Pat Grotlisch, National Gypsum 
  
Best Practices to Design and Install Control Joints 
 
There is a reason control joints are considered essential for whatever projects you have in design. Thermal expansion and contraction 
will occur in buildings – that’s a given – and control joints help prevent resulting cracks and damage. Wind, temperature fluctuation, live 
loads, deflection or seismic stress all affect the movement of buildings. Control joints relieve these stresses by allowing for movement. 
Yet there are best practices and installation standards to consider. 
 
National Gypsum’s Construction Design Managers share questions they often receive, which we think you’ll find helpful. 

Figure 3 from GA-216, Application and Finishing of Gypsum Board Panel Products  

Image from GA-234, Control Joints for Fire-Resistance Rated Systems 



Key Questions and Answers About Control Joints 
 
Q: Why should I include control joints in my designs? 
A: Thermal expansion and contraction will occur in buildings, and they often manifest in material finish cracks. Control joints will help prevent 
cracks caused by thermal expansion and contraction. We recommend using them. 
 
Q: Where should I install control joints? 
A: Control joints shall be installed where a wall or partition runs in an uninterrupted straight plane exceeding 30 linear feet (50 linear feet on center 
for ceilings with perimeter relief). 
 
Q: What are the guidelines for control joints – and are there any exceptions? 
A: The Gypsum Association technical document “Application and Finishing of Gypsum Panel Products, GA-216” and ASTM C840 “Standard 
Specification for Application and Finishing of Gypsum Board” provide the same guidance to install control joints. For details about blocking behind 
the control joint in a fire-rated system, consult GA-234 “Control Joints for Fire-Resistance Rated Systems.” 
 
Q: What is the difference between control joints and expansion joints? 
A: These terms are often used interchangeably, so it depends on who you ask. Control joints prevent cracks in finish materials. Expansion joints (also 
called construction joints) can reduce the effects of building movement on building materials, and they separate the building structurally. Buildings 
move as a result of wind, temperature fluctuation, live loads, deflection or seismic stress. 
 
Q: How do I specify control joints? Do I need to include this information in the written specifications, or can I just include it on the drawings? 
A: Write your specifications in the gypsum board assemblies section. Include the information to install the gypsum board per GA-216 or ASTM 
C840. These industry-approved technical documents provide the necessary guidance for installation and location of control joints. You should also 
indicate the location of control joints on your drawings, especially where aesthetics are important. 
 
Q: Do I need a control joint if I have a deflection track? 
A: No, unless your wall exceeds 30 linear feet. The need for control joints is not dictated by the use of deflection track. 
 
Q: For a hyper-sensitive visual project, can I reduce or eliminate the use of control joints? 
A: No. Not without limiting straight planes of gypsum board to 30’. 
 
Q: Does the gypsum board thickness affect the design of the joints? 
A: No, the design of the control joint is the same for all gypsum board, regardless of thickness (1/2” or 5/8”). 
 
Q: Should I install control joints on exterior gypsum sheathing? 
A: It is not mandatory. The standard for the installation of gypsum sheathing, ASTM C1280, “Standard Specification for Application of Exterior 
Gypsum Panel Products for Use as Sheathing," does not require control joints for the sheathing. The weather barrier and cladding manufacturers will 
determine the need for control joints. Follow their recommendations. 
 
Q: Does the framing material matter when designing control joints? Is the design different for wood-framed assemblies versus steel-framed 
assemblies? 
A: No, the guidelines are the same for both. 



Q: Is there a preference in the control joint material – vinyl or metal? 
A: Control joints are available in vinyl and metal, but metal control joints dent more easily. For more guidance, consult the gypsum board section 
092900 or 092116 under “Trim Accessories.” 
 
Q: What is the best joint treatment method to prevent cracking? 
A: Paper tape and setting compound is the best. 
 
Contact Your NGC Construction Design Manager for More Guidance 
 
If you have additional or specific project questions, don’t hesitate to contact your National Gypsum Construction Design Manager. He or she is here 
to help you design and build better. 
 
“Virtually all common building materials expand and contract as the result of thermal expansion and hygrometric expansion influences. Gypsum’s 
movement is microscopic but does happen. Allowing for that movement is important.” 
 

 

 
Construction Design Manager - Central/Midwest National Gypsum 
 
 
 

 

Thad Goodman 

“The Gypsum Association offers, free of charge, the GA 234-2019, “Control Joints for Fire-Resistance Rated Systems.” It’s an excellent resource 
that provides recommendations on the use of control joints in 1- and 2-hour rated assemblies for metal and wood systems.” 

Pat Grotlisch 
Construction Design Manager - West National Gypsum 



If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook and 
LinkedIn look for the CSI Little Rock Chapter): 

  Website: https://csilittlerock.org    
  Facebook: www.facebook.com 
  LinkedIn:  www.linkedin.com 
 
If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information 
provided by CSI, follow this link to the Institute Website Membership Pages: 
 
For Membership Information: 
https://www.csiresources.org/communities/membership/individual-membership 
 
To Join CSI: 
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/CSIRESOURCES/143a718d-6df6-484a-8a79-
76d79635b741/UploadedImages/PDFs/CSI_MembershipFormFY18.pdf 
 
To See what CSI is all about: 
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/CSIRESOURCES/143a718d-6df6-484a-8a79-
76d79635b741/UploadedImages/CSI_ResourcesCatalogFinalLowRes.pdf 
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If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information provided by CSI, See the slides 
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